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ABSTRACT

Commerce is all about the carefully managed exchange of material, money, and
information. Traditionally, the connection between material and information has been
tenuous, with humans acting as the intermediaries. This has made the supply chain
inefficient and expensive. The Auto-lID Center has created a stronger, automatic link
between inanimate objects and computers. This thesis completes the information
exchange, or feedback loop, which makes commerce possible. Specifically, it identifies a
framework for information exchange alongside material exchange using Savant-to-Savant
communication. Messaging standards will need to support the Auto-ID Center's
technology, and this thesis suggests how to augment existing and emerging
communication standards to accomplish this feat. Finally, to address the issue of
increasing information management, this thesis analyzes the aggregation database, an IT
infrastructure component that might be of value to organizations. The outcome of this
thesis is an understanding of the various issues necessary to develop a secure, efficient
and robust system for tracking and automatically confirming material exchange.

Thesis Supervisor: Sanjay E. Sarma
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

RFID adoption in industry has only taken place thus far in a select few applications. It
failed to make greater impact in industry because of the lack of standards and its high
cost. The Auto-ID Center has introduced standards in the RFID industry, and it has
proposed a way to reduce RFID tag cost when manufactured in high volumes [1].
Because of the interoperability standards make possible and the technology's lower cost,
industry now has an incentive for utilizing this technology on a large scale. RFID/Auto-
ID technology will most likely be applied first in applications which improve efficiency
in the supply chain. This will help overcome the initial investment of installing the
system [2].

RFID/Auto-ID technology can automate many business processes and reduce their cost.
Automating the shipping and receiving verification process will provide significant return
on investment because it will expedite the receiving process and eliminate the human
data entry error component [2,3]. One market research firm claims more than 85%
reduction in receiving time, from 2 hours to 15 minutes, owing to the elimination of
manual scanning and data entry [2]. Such automation will also enable inventory tracking
at key points in the supply chain and facilitate supply chain visibility [4]. Visibility helps
manufacturers determine current demand as well as the amount of inventory present in
the supply chain. This information allows them to appropriately modify their output,
thereby reducing the bullwhip effect and high stock-out situations [3, 4]. In addition to
all these benefits, tests can be conducted in closed environments which are invisible to
consumers. Given all these favorable conditions, automated shipping and receiving has
been identified as the entry point for the Auto-ID Center's technology into organizations'
infrastructures.

This thesis explores the various components of an automated shipping and receiving
system. It suggests ways to augment existing communication standards with Auto-ID
Center technology, and it proposes a new communication infrastructure using the Auto-
ID Center core infrastructure components.

The thesis focuses on several scenarios in which the Savant, an Auto-ID Center
infrastructure component whose role includes inter-organization communication, fails to
operate properly. The motivation for developing these scenarios is to determine whether
the Auto-ID system is resilient to such system failures. Through the analysis, this thesis
also identifies certain preventive measures the system can take to minimize overall
supply chain disruption.

Finally, this thesis discusses the aggregation database, an optimized component for
storing hierarchy information that could be added to the Auto-ID Center's technology
offering to assist organizations with increased information management. This component
is just one of the many data structures that will need to be developed to capture physical
realities associated with item level tracking.
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CHAPTER 2: Background

This chapter focuses on the Auto-ID Center (AIDC) and the information technology
infrastructure AIDC proposes. It then supplements that discussion with a discussion of
RFID. Please note that today, RFID is the enabling technology for the Auto-ID IT
infrastructure. Tomorrow, the enabling technology could change - but the IT
infrastructure would stay the same.

2.1 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
RFID systems consist of readers and tags. Readers can read tags from distances ranging
from a few to tens of feet. They are particularly attractive because they do not require
contact, and therefore do not suffer from direct line-of-sight limitations. Tags can also be
read through some materials.

RFID tags come in a variety of shapes and sizes and are categorized as either active,
semi-passive, or passive. Active tags use an on-board battery to power tag functionality,
and they have a transmitter for communication. Passive tags harvest energy from the
field emitted by the reader, and they lack a transmitter, operating instead by scattering
back incident radiation. Semi-passive tags communicate by backscatter, but use battery-
power for on-board functionality such as digital signal processing, noise filtering, etc.
[24].

2.1.1 How Does an RFID System Work?
A basic RFID system consists of an antenna for the reader, a reader, and one or more
RFID tags.

Reader - 4 Reader Antennae

Tag

Figure 1: Basic RFID Components

The antenna emits radio waves to power the tag and modulates commands and data on
top of these waves. The reader antenna also receives signals back from the tag. Common
reader-tag operating frequencies are 13.56 MHz, 868-870 MHz (EU), 915 MHz (US),
and 2.45 GHz. At 13.56 MHz, the reader uses inductive coupling to power the tag. At
higher frequencies, passive and semi-passive tags use "back scattering" to communicate
with the reader. In this scheme, the tag modulates its reflectance so the reader sees its
own reflected signal varying in time so as to encode the tag's data [24].

When multiple tags are in a reader's field, they will each respond to the reader's signal,
possibly interfering with each other. Consequently, the reader and tag system employs a
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tag anti-collision algorithm. These algorithms are encoded in the reader-tag
communication and are invisible to the outside world.

Anti-collision algorithms can be probabilistic or deterministic. One deterministic
algorithm involves searching the "binary tree" of bits to determine which tags are in its
field. For example, this algorithm might ask for all the tags with first bit 0 to respond. If
multiple tags respond, then it might search deeper into the tree, asking for tags with initial
bits 00 or 01. Depending on the responses, it might go further, until it eventually
determines the ID of a single tag. At that point, the search backtracks and goes down
another branch of the binary tree. Depending on the environment, operation frequency,
and other considerations, a deterministic algorithm might function better than a
probabilistic.

Upon completing a pass of the field, the reader generates events indicating the presence
of each tag it found. Higher-level components pull this information from the reader to
process the events, apply intelligence, and perform useful functions.

2.2 The Auto-ID Center
The Auto-ID Center is an industry-funded organization headquartered at M.I.T. whose
goal is to develop the technology infrastructure for managing the next generation
identification system to follow the Universal Product Code (UPC). It proposes the use of
RFID tags as the enabling technology. The new "barcode" will be an RFID tag, most
likely passive, which contains an Electronic Product Code (EPC). Today, the EPC is a
96-bit unique identifier, although built into its structure is the ability to support larger and
smaller bit sizes. The EPC will be used to identify items at instance level. Unique
identification is different from the current UPC barcode, which only identifies items at
the class level. After a higher level processing system pulls the information from the
reader, it will resolve the EPC into an Internet Protocol (IP) address through the use of
Object Naming Service (ONS). ONS is similar to DNS, the system that resolves Internet
domain names into IP addresses. After resolving an IP address, the system may then
retrieve from that site instance level information about a particular item on the Internet.
This information will be described using a new XML representation scheme called
Physical Markup Language (PML).

F127.C2.38DF±B.±7CC -

Figure 2: Auto-ID System

If each object currently using a barcode were to make use of the EPC, then the managing
infrastructure would need to handle billions of events every second. To manage this
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massive flow of events, the Auto-ID Center has proposed the use of modular components
called Savants [23]. One way to construct a system would be to stack savants in a
hierarchy, in which the lower level Savants would process, filter, and digest events, and
the upper level Savants would perform aggregation to different levels of granularity. To
reduce network traffic, a Savant may just forward events of interest or event summaries
to higher level Savants.

The Auto-ID Center's I.T. infrastructure has been designed with the philosophy of
minimalism. At its heart, the Auto-ID Center's IT infrastructure requires an object to
identify itself with a unique number. All the information regarding that object is
associated on the network with a direct link constructed from the unique number.

The only reason for this infrastructure to ever change would be if the fundamental
principles upon which it was designed were to change.' If users wanted to change to a
system without a network (or less reliance on the network), then more information than
that single number may need to be stored on the object, or greater latency may need to be
tolerated when the object crosses from one LAN to another. Users may eventually do
this because the cost of maintaining a network might one day be greater than storing
information directly on the item.

2.3 Auto-ID Center Technologies

2.3.1 The Savant
The Savant has 3 main components: a Real-time in-memory event database (RIED), a
Task Management System (TMS), and an Event Management System (EMS). RIED is
an optimized database that achieves some of its performance gains by supporting a
limited subset of SQL. The TMS coordinates processes initiated by higher level Savants.
The EMS connects readers to applications by managing the event flow generated by the
reader. When discussing the Savant, the EMS is most often the subject. It is the most
tangible part of the system, and it provides a platform on which users may compose
interesting applications.

2.3. 1.1 The Savant Event Management System

The diagram below illustrates how events are propagated through the Savant system.
Everything in the box labeled "Savant" comprises the entity we refer to as the Savant
Event Management System. As illustrated on the bottom of the diagram, many readers
are capable of connecting to the Savant. A reader is a device that generates events and
only communicates existence information. For example, it will state that a tag is present,
but it will not state that the tag is absent. Absence is a higher-level notion that the Savant
will have to determine on its own. Even if the tags in the reader's field do not change, the

Note that this statement does not take into account security. The only additional functionality necessary
for an object besides having a unique identity would be for it to have the intelligence of verifying the
interrogator before revealing its own identity. This ability would require some security related information
and processing power on the tag, but a deeper discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this thesis
[25].
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reader continues to emit a steady event stream indicating all the tags it sees. In addition
to announcing EPCs and the associated timestamp at which those EPCs were seen, a
reader has the ability to emit non-EPC information (temperature, humidity, etc.) as well
as status events. One status event might tell the Savant system a single pass of the
reader's field has iust been completed.

:1 E COMPLIANT READER COMPLIANT READER

Figure 3: The Savant's Event Management System [211

These readers may connect to the computer world through a number of different physical
means (serial, Ethernet, etc.), and they may support different, proprietary access
protocols. To support readers of various types, the Savant has manufacturer-and-reader-
specific adapters that handle the implementation details of connecting to different
readers. If the reader is Auto-ID compliant, then only a single Auto-ID compliant
adapter, independent of the manufacturer, is necessary.

After events are produced by the readers and consumed by the reader adapters, they are
forwarded to a queue. In this queue, events are automatically forwarded to filters.
Depending on how the filter is defined, certain events may be "filtered" out. The filters
forward the relevant events to applications for higher level processing.

2.3.2 Electronic Product Code (EPC)
The Auto-ID Center proposes EPCs as the new numbering scheme for identifying objects
through the web [5]. EPCs are globally unique identifiers that enable tracking of goods
down to the item level. The current UPC only identifies classes of items, such as Coke
versus Pepsi. The EPC will not only differentiate between classes, it will also
differentiate between members of the same class, such as two individual Coke cans.
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Similar to an IP address, EPCs contain a built-in structure that facilitates data retrieval on
a large-scale (refer to ONS section). EPCs may be of varying length. To minimize the
tag costs initially, a 64-bit EPC is the low-end version. For other applications, a 96-bit
EPC might be more appropriate. The structure of the EPC is such that the first few bits
identify the version number of the EPC. Based on the version number, the system
resolving the EPC can obtain the information necessary to process it.

2.3.3 Object Name Service (ONS)
The Auto-ID Center developed ONS as a mechanism to resolve EPCs into an Internet
address [6]. ONS is similar to DNS in its function and its operation. ONS resolves the
EPC into an EPC prefix and appends that to the EPC suffix to obtain a domain name.
ONS was designed to work alongside DNS to utilize the existing Internet infrastructure.

2.3.4 Physical Markup Language (PML)
The Auto-ID Center envisions PML, an XML based language, as the lingua franca that
will allow different entities to communicate [7]. For information to be understood among
multiple industries and organizations, standards must be developed for describing that
information. The Auto-ID Center has divided PML into two different logical spaces --
PML core and PML extensions [8]. PML-core represents that information which needs
to be standardized among all entities. Examples of PML-core include time and physical
measurements. PML extensions describe those pieces of information that are industry
specific. For example, although the average consumer may want to refer to a car as a
single entity, the automotive industry will likely view a car as an intricate aggregation of
parts. To accommodate these different perspectives, the Auto-ID Center promotes
industries to develop their own PML extension standards for their particular needs.
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CHAPTER 3: Automating Business Processes

To automate business processes, industries can either build on top of their existing
infrastructure or introduce an entirely new technology. In every scenario, there are two
vital questions the industry have to address. First, in what format will information be
communicated? Second, what is the channel for communicating this information? The
first question pertains to the syntax and semantics of a message between two companies,
and the second to the mechanism of messaging in a message.

Generally speaking, standards for syntax and semantics are important and facilitate
dialogue with various players. The message will need to support necessary Auto-ID
Center technology, such as the EPC and possibly some PML information. The next
chapter discusses how Auto-ID technology affects specific existing message formats
when trying to automate the shipping and receiving verification business process.

In terms of the channel, organizations must decide whether they will continue using the
current enterprise backend systems or if they will incorporate the Auto-ID Center's vision
of Savant-to-Savant communication.

3.1 Current Backend Systems
It is difficult to discuss with any detail the general design of industry's current backend
systems. Each corporation has its own unique way of handling information. As such,
members of the technical community have developed a vocabulary for dealing with these
various systems.

Legacy Term describing applications and data " that
have been inherited from languages, platforms,
and techniques earlier than current technology."

ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) Term "for the broad set of activities supported by
multi-module application software that helps a
manufacturer or other business manage the
important parts of its business, including product
planning, parts purchasing, maintaining
inventories, interacting with suppliers, providing
customer service, and tracking orders."

Figure 4: Enterprise Terminology 191

It is with ERP and legacy systems that industry will have to integrate Auto-ID technology
if they want the functionality Auto-ID introduces. The obstacles of doing so are great.
Many legacy applications and ERP systems are incapable of supporting the granularity of
information Auto-ID makes possible. Also, the sheer volume of information suggested
by an automatic tracking system like the Auto-ID Center's would require a remodeling of
many current IT infrastructures. Perhaps most fundamentally, however, many legacy
ERP systems simply do not provide the adequate hooks to enable any serious integration.
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3.2 Savant-to-Savant Communication
It is the Auto-ID Center's vision that companies should be able to communicate through
Savants. Doing so would give them visibility into each other's inventory through a
standardized component. Today, many companies fail to share information because of
the inherent difficulty in interfacing with various information systems. The links
between immediate traders might be strong, but industry does not have a general
infrastructure in place to leap-frog a member in the supply chain.

Currently, standards do not exist for Savants to communicate with one another. The
Auto-ID Center's Software Action Group (SAG) is currently working to define these
interfaces. The Center has expressed an interest in adopting existing and emerging
standards as long as they have are open-interface and well designed. Even without these
definitions, it is possible to discuss the general infrastructure and some of its
implications.

3.2.1 Messaging vs. Referencing
When communicating information, companies have the option of content messaging, i.e.
sending the entire message, or referencing, i.e. sending a link that points to the
information on the Internet. Messaging allows information "pre-positioning," while
referencing requires real-time access over the network. "Pre-positioning" information
means pushing the information to a certain location, anticipating its need, so when the
system is ready to utilize the resource it does not have to spend time retrieving it. In a
real-world environment where network access and servers often go down, the need for
immediate access to information favors pre-positioning. Pre-positioning also allows a
system to perform preliminary processing. Should the receiving system determine an
error, it may be able to preemptively stop certain actions from occurring. As such, a
messaging model will most often be used, but a referencing system could still be used as
backup.

3.2.2 General Savant-to-Savant Infrastructure
When Savants communicate with one another, it is necessary there exist some
intermediary to buffer the messages. For distinction, let us refer to the Savant sending
the message as the producer, and the Savant receiving the message as the consumer. In
this scenario, the producer may send a message while the consumer is down. Given that
the consumer is down, the message would never be received and neither party would
realize an error occurred until the message was needed.

To prevent this problem, message arrival may be guaranteed by having a reliable
intermediary messaging service. A messaging service has the ability to act as an
intelligent intermediary buffer. There are numerous messaging services available. Some
of the important features that can also act as differentiators among messaging services are
shown below.

14



Point-to-Point The strict model enforces that a single publisher and consumer
messaging model connect to a single queue. More general models allow multiple

consumers and subscribers to attach themselves to the same queue. In
this more general case, only a single subscriber need consume a
message before that message gets removed from the queue. The
process in which multiple subscribers consume from a queue is
implementation specific and may or may not be deterministic.

Publish-subscribe This model allows multiple publishers and subscribers to attach
messaging model themselves to the same queue. Each registered subscriber receives

each published message.
Non-persistent Guarantees the broker will only attempt to deliver the message once.
delivery If the consumer is unavailable or the broker is restarted, the message

may never reach the intended recipient. The benefit of this quality of
service is that messages are processed extremely quickly.

Persistent delivery Guarantees the broker will deliver the message exactly once to the
intended recipient. The downside of this guarantee is that persistent
messages are saved in some data repository (i.e. file, database), which
incurs more processing overhead than their non-persistent
counterparts. The obvious benefit is that persistent messages are
guaranteed to eventually reach the intended destination.

Relevant example: An ATM sends a deposit message to the IT system
responsible for maintaining account balances. Persistent message
delivery would be important here to maintain accurate account
information, even if the update took longer than desired.

Synchronous This feature enforces first-in, first-out (FIFO) message consumption.
message When the order in which messages are sent is important, this feature is
consumption useful. For example, online communication instant messengers like

AIM (AOL Instant Messenger) need to perform FIFO consumption to
ensure coherent dialogues.

Synchronous message consumption off the queue.

Asynchronous Using this option, message consumption acts independently of
message message sent order. Messages may be sent with a priority level,
consumption allowing high priority messages to be consumed even in the presence

of a long queue. Email is an example of when this might be useful.
There may be a long queue of junk email with low priority when a
high priority email arrives. Even though there are messages before it,
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an intelligent email server would consume the high priority message
first.

Message 7, a high priority message indicated by the shaded box, gets consumed
before low priority messages.

Figure 5: Messaging Service Features/Differentiators 1101

Depending on the implementation, the sender may actually have the ability to specify
persistence within the message itself. This is a valuable feature because the message may
be extremely time critical, and there may be no point delivering it after an elapsed time.
Other features deal with defining the number of allowed producers and subscribers as
well as how the subscribers consume the messages on the queue.

3.2.3 Secure Message Communication
Security can refer to any or all of the following capabilities: authentication,
confidentiality, and integrity. Sometimes, authorization is also included in this list; but it
is more a matter of maintaining access privileges and controlling access once
authentication has been accomplished. Since sensitive message-communication is the
subject of discussion, only the core three apply here.

There are various levels of security, and it is necessary while discussing security to
clearly identify the current level being discussed.

1 Cryptographic algorithms Mathematical functions generate public-private keys
and symmetric keys

2 Key distribution Diffie-Hellman key exchange, PKI, etc.
3 Implementations Kerberos vs. digital signatures

Figure 6: Security Levels

The lowest security level comprises mathematical functions used to encrypt and decipher
text. The term "key" often refers to a variable value used in conjunction with a
mathematical function. Symmetric keys are generated at the same time and share a
secret. If one of the keys becomes compromised, then it can be used to generate the other
key, and messages signed by these keys can be deciphered. The alternative to symmetric
key encryption is public-private key encryption. It is extremely difficult to
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mathematically compute the private key from the public key. In this scenario, the sender
keeps a key that he generates, termed the private key, and he distributes freely the public
key.

The next level discusses how these various keys are distributed. Public key infrastructure
(PKI) is one popular method of distributing keys. Using this system, a trusted third party
distributes public keys [11]. Once an organization obtains another organization's public
key, it can then authenticate the message and decrypt it. One alternative to PKI is Diffie-
Hellman key exchange. Using this protocol, two users can exchange a secret key over an
insecure medium without any prior secrets [12].

At the highest level are the various implementations to achieve secure communication.
Two implementations that achieve varying degrees of secure communication are digital
signatures and Kerberos. The digital signature technique achieves authentication and
integrity, but not confidentiality [13]. It does this by having the sender create a hash of
the message and then signing that hash with his private key. This hash is sometimes
referred to as the message's "fingerprint," and one algorithm for obtaining such a
fingerprint from a message is with the MD-5 algorithm [26]. Anyone wishing to confirm
authenticity may decipher the hash with the with sender's public key and confirm it by
hashing the original message. As long as the two hashes match, the authenticator knows
the message is unchanged.

Another security implementation commonly used within organizations is Kerberos.
Kerberos achieves confidentiality, authentication, and integrity. Kerberos is an attractive
option inside organizations because it can authenticate a user to a number of services
without requiring the user to supply his password each time [14]. It does this by means
of a trusted ticket-granting server that issues certificates to access services based on the
presence of an initial valid certificate for which the user supplied a password.

Although Kerberos is a popular option inside organizations, for inter-organization
communication it is less used. Inter-organization communication would require the
constant use of a trusted server that is sitting outside both organizations' networks. In
contrast, PKI infrastructures only use a trusted server initially to obtain the sender's
public key. In addition, the issue of transitive trust poses a major problem for Kerberos.
In transitive trust, after a single ticket-granting server gives a user access to resources,
that user can then use the initial certificate to authenticate himself against another ticket-
granting server that has access to extra resources. The system therefore can
unintentionally give a user access to sensitive resources

3.3 Workflow Engines
In addition to the Savant architecture, enterprises will likely want to develop workflow
engines to automate their business processes. Generally speaking, a workflow engine
describes "who must do what, when, and how" [15]:
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A workflow engine has a graphical user interface that allows a user to visually define the
information flow while incorporating external applications.
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Figure 8: Sample Workflow GUI 1271

It should have some built-in functionality for monitoring the workflow's status,
measuring the workflow, and simulating the workflow. Only recently has the first open
source workflow engine started being developed [15]. For industry to incorporate
workflow engines requires a considerable amount of work, especially when considering
the existing legacy systems already in place. Whether the engines used in the future are
generic, specific, proprietary, or open source, only time can tell. Workflow engines will
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inevitably become components of an automated system, as only they can fully utilize the
various resources and reformat that information in a form understandable to the user.
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CHAPTER 4: Case Study: Shipping and
Receiving Verification (SRV)
There was a time when a business owner would oversee all the details of his or her
organization. When purchasing goods and selling them, both the seller and the buyer
would carefully inspect each item before going forward with the transaction. After the
two individuals shook hands, all sales were final and each went his way.

In its essence, the same steps are repeated today: businesses exchange goods and money.
As businesses have grown though, a number of factors have changed the topology of this
basic transaction. Organizations' sheer size has forced them to separate the person who
places the order from the receiver. Specialization has pushed traders into using third
party distributors which leverage economies of scale to run a shipping business more
efficiently. And finally, electronic communication has enabled companies to eliminate
costly human intermediaries.

Although these optimizations have succeeded on some level, they have introduced their
own unique problems. Outsourcing shipping, for instance, complicates inventory
reconciliation because it is difficult to identify the owner when inventory shrinkage and
damage occur. Electronic communication requires communication standards to be
agreed upon. Despite using electronic communication, inaccurate, incomplete, or simply
late data can enter into the system and introduce a slew of new problems.

Businesses today deal with these numerous problems by defaulting back to human
support. For example, large retailers have divisions assigned to order reconciliation. The
Auto-ID Center will optimize and automate many of these business processes through
mass serialization and inventory tracking. Imagine a fully automated store in which a
monitoring application confirms the number of goods arrived before any shrinkage
occurs. To achieve this holy grail of a fully automated store backend, the Auto-ID Center
must determine a system to automate information exchange alongside material good
exchange.

4.1 Overview
The basic process of exchanging goods between companies can be highlighted as
follows:
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Figure 9: Basic Shipping and Receiving Verification Process [161. Much gratitude goes to Target
Corporation and P&G for insight into these business processes.

Here is the associated, detailed event flow:

M.1. Receiving Party:

M.1.1. Sends Purchase Order (PO) to Shipping Party

M.1.1.1.PO specifies carton codes

M.1.1.2. Includes requested arrival date/time and other Terms of Sale

M.2. Shipping Party:

M.2.1. Calculates a ship-date based on the requested arrival date from Shipping Party

M.2.2. Processes order

M.2.3. Picks the goods

M.2.3.1. Scans the carton codes on the physical goods

M.2.3.2. Visually confirms carton codes specified in the PO

M.2.4. Sends an Advanced Shipping Notification (ASN) to the Receiving Party

M.2.4.1. Includes the carton codes and BOL number
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M.2.5. Ships the physical goods to the Receiving Party

M.2.5.1.Goods accompanied by a Bill of Lading (BOL)

M.2.6. Sends an invoice to the Receiving Party

M.2.6.1. Includes the carton codes and BOL number

M.3. Receiving Party:

M.3.1. Receives the ASN with the carton codes and BOL number

M.3.2. Receives the physical goods with BOL

M.3.2.1. Scans the carton codes on the physical goods with Savant and Reader

M.3.2.2. Manually reconciles the received goods with the PO, ASN, invoice and
BOL data

M.3.2.3. Sends a confirmation receipt to the Shipping Party (optional)

M.3.3. Receives the invoice with the carton codes and BOL number

M.3.4. Sends payment to the Shipping Party

M.3.4.1.1. Adjusted with chargebacks or deductions (i.e.
over/under/damaged)

There are several complications which have been omitted in this diagram and event flow
for the sake of simplicity. In particular, omitting intermediary transporting parties
eliminates a number of issues.

Transporting parties have various levels of knowledge regarding their shipments. When
transporters perform a Shipper Load and Carry (SLAG), they have minimal knowledge
about the goods. The sending party seals the trailer and the transporting party is
responsible for simply transporting the trailer to the point of destination.

In another scenario known as Live Truck Load (LTL), transporters take inventory as
goods are loaded into their trailer. They have intimate knowledge of the goods they are
carrying, and they also verify the goods as they are unloaded at the receiving end. This
latter scenario has proved inaccurate and inefficient because it requires considerable
manual work, and the overseer more often than not fails to take inventory accurately.
Omitting transporting parties eliminates the need to take these various scenarios into
account.

The SRV process has another system based on sending "Shipment Status" messages
between the transporting party and the Receiving party for aligning appointment times.
Here is one example of how this system might work. The Shipping Party initially sets an
appointment time with the Receiving Party. The transporting party then sends a message
indicating when the trailer is ready. When the trailer has been picked up, the transporting
party sends another message indicating the fact. It then sends its last message indicating
the expected arrival time of the trailer. Eliminating transporting parties also eliminates
the extra coordination involved in transporting goods.
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These simplifications highlight the ASN and its role in the shipping and receiving
process. This event flow will provide a base case reference from which to develop a
simple workflow illustrating Savant-to-Savant communication.

4.2 ASN Challenges
The ASN informs the recipient of exactly what to expect. Ideally, this would match the
product order placed by the recipient. Rarely though is this ever the case. There are
many problems that arise in a real world setting when using ASNs.

Often ASNs contain incorrect or incomplete data because of human error. A system
using the Auto-ID Center's IT infrastructure would drastically reduce these problems by
eliminating manual data entry. Rather than having a worker visually identify or manually
scan each item received, the RFID reader would quickly scan the items and provide a
count, reducing check-in time 60 to 90% [17]. If the ASN contained improper packaging
information, such as 6 packs of 2 items each versus 4 packs of 3 items each, then the
corporation's IT infrastructure could obtain that information from a PML server and
automatically reconcile the discrepancy. Current barcodes fail to identify items uniquely,
so such automation is difficult. Mass serialization, achieved through the Auto-ID
Center's EPC, ONS, and PML systems, makes such functionality possible. In
deployments, business logic would be coupled with this functionality to determine if the
cost associated with making the change outweighs the cost of feeding the products
through the system.

ASNs typically arrive late because large IT networks have human intermediaries and
contain numerous checkpoints that can delay ASN transmission. Should the goods
simply be shipped next door or down the road, then with the existing infrastructure the
likelihood increases of goods arriving before their corresponding ASN. This delay poses
a major problem for cross-docked goods.

Cross-docked pallets are prearranged by the shipper and specify the particular store
where those goods should arrive. This differs from traditional operation where the
distribution center rearranges the goods for its stores. Cross-docked goods are always
supposed to be shipped immediately. Goods stored in the distribution center are set aside
as reserve inventory. If the cross-docked goods arrive before the associated ASN, then
the distribution center cannot verify the goods and forward them to the appropriate store.
Instead, the distribution center has to store it in its own reserve inventory, and then await
for the arrival of the ASN before moving it forward. Because of the extra manpower
associated with moving goods into and out of inventory as well as the delay in shipping,
the failure of an ASN to arrive can be quite costly.

In addition to all these problems with ASN's, the goods themselves may be damaged. An
Auto-ID monitoring system may also have temperature and pressure sensors that could
identify damaged goods with high probability. Such a system would assist assigning
blame before the damaged goods traveled further into the supply chain.
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4.3 Automated Shipping and Receiving Verification

4.3.1 The Message Format
Traders will need to decide on a single messaging format standard to encapsulate the new
EPC information the Auto-ID Center infrastructure requires them to trade. At this time in
the U.S., EDI appears to be the most used standard. If companies want to continue using
EDI, they will have to introduce EPCs into the standard and have the EDI regulating
authority approve it. Alternatively, the industry could also introduce a new messaging
standard, more capable and better equipped to handle granular information at the item
level. The following analyzes EDI and one emerging standard, Simpl-EB, as an exercise
to incorporate EPCs.

4.3.1.1 EDI and the EPC
EDI documents are broken into transaction sets. A transaction set is a single EDI unit of
transmission and is the equivalent of a message. Transaction sets include one or many
data segments framed by a header and trailer. Each data segment consists of multiple
data elements, units representing single facts [9]. Focusing on the specific transactions
pertinent to shipping and receiving reduces the scope to two transaction sets: the EDI 856
document known as "Ship Notice/Manifest" and the EDI 214 document known as
"Transportation Carrier Shipment Status Message." For this business case, these two
transactions will need to support only EPC information.

The EDI "Ship Notice/Manifest" document , also known as an "Advanced Shipment
Notification," has two data segments, LIN (line item) segment and MAN (marks and
numbers) segment, which could support the EPC. LIN describes a specific product and
currently has a location where a sender can specify the various associated identifiers. As
a representative example, consider the following Target Corporation specific EDI
specification:

Data Element Sumnary
Red. Data
Des, Element Name Attributes

LINOI 350 Assigned Identification 0 AN 1/20

Alp hnumeric characl ers assigned foi differentiation within zt tnsactin set

TJNt2 235 Prwduct/Service ID Qualifier M ID 2/2
Code identifying the type/source of the descriptive numher used in
Product/Service ID (234)

CB Buyer's Catalog Number

Target Corporation's 9 digit DPCI iumber

EN Europcuan Article Number (EAN) (2-5-5-1)
Not accepted by Tanrgt Stores.

UP U.P.C. Consumer P'ckage Code (1 -5-5-1)

Figure 10: Excerpt from LIN Segment Definition [181
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This specification defines the LIN data element and various ways in which it can be used.
Depending on the attribute, specified on the excerpt's far right, the data element can have
different meanings. The LIN data element with specified attribute "M" supports three
identifiers for distinguishing items: CB, EN, and UP. None of these uniquely identifies
items. The EPC could be included here as an additional identifier to augment this
transaction and enable unique identification.

The MAN has similar descriptors for containers. Containers are collections of items.
Senders often aggregate items and associate the collection with a single identifier to
simplify handling.

Da41a EIVIment S1,111ary1-
Ref. Dalla
Des. Element Naim Att riutes

M AN01 88 Marks and Numbers Qualiier M I D 1/2
Code specifyint tA ppicatioa o source c Mark and Numb1r- (87)

Al UC/EN-128 Application td.nrifcr (A]) and Data
GM SSCC 8 andl A1 pp icaton TdTiflejr

Figure 11: Excerpt from MAN Segment Definition [181

As was done with the previous data element, this definition could also be expanded to
include EPC information alongside the currently supported identifiers. In this situation,
the EPC would identify cases uniquely.

The 214 document, referred to as "Transportation Carrier Shipment Status Message,"
transports higher level information such as the product order number associated with the
goods being transferred. As the OID (Order Identification Detail) data segment example
from a Target Corporation specific 214 document indicates below, the PO size is
normally 17 characters.

Seg. Example 1: Vendor to DC pickup Seg/ Target Corporation Notes and
ID status message Ele.ID Comments

**0639-0699487- OID PO number is usually 17 characters.
0986**CTN* 130*L*239

Figure 12: Excerpt from a Sample 214 Document 1191

Although specific to Target Corporation, this information illustrates common industry
practices. If this PO were based on an EPC, then the field holding it would have to be
enlarged. The EPC will require a minimum of 23 fields using Hexadecimal
representation without dot notation. Should other standard forms be used, the size would
increase (refer to Appendix).

During this discussion of augmenting EDI with EPC information, it is important to
highlight reservations companies may have for not wanting to do so. Many companies
outsource their EDI efforts to third party value added networks (VANs), and sometimes
these VANs charge for EDI on a per kilobyte basis. Because the size of these documents,
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once augmented with item level EPC information, would grow drastically, this solution
might not appeal to some.

Other reasons companies may refrain from modifying the EDI standard include the
upgrades necessary to their existing IT infrastructures to support such detailed
information. The Auto-ID Center proposition truly enables a massive amount of data to
be communicated between companies. This is both the challenge and the virtue of the
system. Although EDI can be forced to support EPC information, it may grow
unnaturally large and become difficult to manage. While a solution like this may suffice
temporarily, it is doubtful that such a solution will suffice for the long-term.

4.3.1.2 Simpl-eb and the EPC
Because organizations need to massively remodel IT infrastructures to fully utilize Auto-
ID Center information, it may make sense for enterprises to adopt one of the newer
XML-based emerging standards for inter-organization communication. This section
analyzes Simpl-eb, one promising standard, to determine its ability to handle EPCs.

Simpl-eb's despatch advice document definition, known in XML jargon as a schema,
references other schemas. One schema it references is Identification.xsd, a schema that
defines the types of identifiers used to identify parties and items.

<xsd:complexType name=" Pariden'if ca r ,e >
<xsd:sequence>

<xsd:choice>
<xsd:element name=" gir"

type="Global [ocaonNumberTy pe" />
<xsd:element name= "afternatePartydentif ication"

type= "Afte rnate Pa rty~d entif icatiw nType" />
</xsd:choice>
<xsd:element name="addIona lPartydentification"

type= "AlternatePartyl-dentif icationT ype"
minOccurs="O" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>

<!-- e d ifcto->
<xsd:complexType name="Itern dentificationType">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:choice>

<xsd:element name=" gtin"
type="GlobalTradeitemNumberType" />

<xsd:element name=" alternateIter entification"
type="Alterna temIdentificationType" />

</xsd:choice>
<xsd:element name="additiona itemdentification"

type="AlternatetemtdentificationType"
minOccurs="O" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xsd :sequence>
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Figure 13: Excerpt from Simpl-eb Identification.xsd [221

As illustrated in this excerpt, the Identification.xsd schema identifies items and parties
with the GTIN and the GLN, respectively. The Uniform Code Council (UCC) developed
these identifiers to support unique identification. There also exists a placeholder for an
alternative identifier, but the definition does not define any qualities of the value. As a
result, the EPC could be used, but XML editors would not be able to type-check the value
to ensure it is properly formatted. Because XML editors support type checking, using the
EPC without that ability would increase the likelihood of errors. The only way for XML
editors to type check the EPC value would be if the Identification.xsd schema specifically
supported EPCs as an additional identifier. The UCC, the authority regulating the Simpl-
eb specification, would have to approve the EPC for it to be included in the
Identification.xsd schema. Negotiations with the UCC are ongoing on this front.

4.3.2 Communication Channel
The previous discussion on possible communication channels highlights the Auto-ID
Center's Savant-to-Savant intercommunication as an alternative to integrating with
existing legacy systems. This discussion will focus only on Savant-to-Savant workflows,
as the alternative would be implementation specific.

4.3.3 Savant-to-Savant Sample Workflow
This workflow incorporates the Savant architecture into the previous workflow
describing the shipping and receiving business process.

M.1. Receiving Party:

M.1.1. Savant sends Purchase Order (PO) to Shipping Party

M.1.1.1. PO specifies EPCs of products

M.1.1.2. Includes requested arrival date/time and other Terms of Sale

M.2. Shipping Party:

M.2.1. Savant calculates a ship date based on the requested arrival date from Shipping
Party

M.2.2. Savant processes order

M.2.3. Picks the goods

M.2.3.1. Scans the EPCs on the physical goods with Savant and Reader

M.2.3.2. Savant confirms scanned EPCs against those specified in the PO

M.2.4. Savant sends an Advanced Shipping Notification (ASN) to the Receiving Party's
Savant

M.2.4.1. Includes EPCs and BOL number

M.2.5. Ships the physical goods to the Receiving Party

M.2.5.1. Goods accompanied by a Bill of Lading (BOL)

M.2.6. Savant sends an invoice to the Receiving Party's Savant

M.2.6.1. Includes the EPCs and BOL number

M.3. Receiving Party:
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M.3.1. Savant receives the ASN with EPCs and BOL number

M.3.2. Receives the physical goods with BOL

M.3.2.1. Scans the EPCs on the physical goods with Savant and Reader

M.3.2.2. Savant reconciles the received goods with the PO, ASN, invoice and
BOL data

M.3.2.3. Sends a confirmation receipt to the Shipping Party (optional)

M.3.3. Savant receives the invoice with the carton codes and BOL number

M.3.4. Savant sends payment to the Shipping Party

M.3.4.1. Adjusted with chargebacks or deductions (i.e. over/under/damaged)

Here is the related activity diagram:
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Figure 14: Savant-to-Savant Automated SRV

The filled-in states in this diagram represent Savant automated functions. The Savant
automates most of the information flow in the shipping and receiving verification
process. For the sake of simplicity, the previous workflow assumes a single trailer
represents a single product order (product orders are often spread among multiple
trailers). Making this assumption eliminates the need for the Savant to cache partial
shipments in case the remaining shipment arrives in the following trailer or over multiple
weeks.
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4.3.4 Workflow Exceptions

Receiving Pa
fails to receiv

Receiving Pa
fails to receiv

4.3.4.1 Case 1: Receiving Party's Savant Malfunctions
If the Receiving Party's Savant stops functioning, the automated system described above
will cease to function. Here is a reworking of the previous workflow to illustrate how
such a problem could be handled automatically:

M.1. Receiving Party:

M.1.1. Secondary System sends Purchase Order (PO) to Shipping Party

M.1.1.1. PO specifies EPCs of products

M.1.1.2. Includes requested arrival date/time and other Terms of Sale

M.2. Shipping Party:

M.2.1. Savant calculates a ship date based on the requested arrival date from Shipping
Party

M.2.2. Savant processes order

M.2.3. Picks the goods

M.2.3.1. Scans the EPCs on the physical goods with Savant and Reader

rty's Savant M.2.3.2. Savant confirms scanned EPCs against those specified in the PO
*e ASN.M.2.4. Savant sends an Advanced Shipping Notification (ASN) to the Receiving Party's

Savant

M.2.4.1. Includes EPCs and BOL number

M.2.5. Ships the physical goods to the Receiving Party

rty's Savant M.2.5.1. Goods accompanied by a Bill of Lading (BOL)
e invoice.-- M.2.6. Savant sends an invoice to the Receiving Party's Savant

M.2.6.1.Includes the EPCs and BOL number

M.2.7. Savant stores ASN, BOL, and Invoice in PML server for later retrieval

M.3. Receiving Party:

M.3.1. Receives the physical goods with BOL

M.3.1.1. Scans the EPCs on the physical goods with hand Reader

M.3.1.2. Secondary system retrieves PO, ASN, invoice and BOL data based on
PML associated with received EPCs

M.3.1.3. Secondary systems reconciles the received goods with the PO, ASN,
invoice and BOL data

M.3.1.4. Secondary systems send a confirmation receipt to the Shipping Party
(optional)

M.3.2. Secondary systems send payment to the Shipping Party

M.3.2.1. Adjusted with chargebacks or deductions (i.e. over/under/damaged)

In this scenario, the Receiving Party will need secondary systems to process data.
Secondary systems might be redundant Savants that the system uses for "fail-over" or
load-sharing. They may also be other electronic systems or human support. For
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example, the Receiving Party could verify their goods visually or use hand readers.
These hand readers could retrieve the proper electronic documents by referencing them
from the Shipping Party's system using the EPC of the received good as a key. The
system still provides value over the current barcode system, although it would require
considerably more human involvement.

This example illustrates the need for both messaging and referencing. When a message
fails to arrive for automated SRV, the system may default to referencing based on the
EPC of a received good. Here is a clear example of how messaging is the preferred
communication channel, but referencing still provides a valuable backup system. The
Receiving Party would use the PML system to obtain the Purchase Order number and
other important information associated with the good.

This scenario also highlights the need for secondary systems to support existing
communication channels. The Receiving Party's original PO was originally sent by the
Savant. To minimize disruption in the Shipping Party's system, the Receiving Party must
use the existing communication channel. Alternatively, both parties could establish a
backup communication channel. Sending secondary system composed documents
electronically via email or fax are examples of possible alternative communication
channels.

4.3.4.2 Case 2: Shipping Party's Savant Malfunctions
In this scenario, the Shipping Party's Savant goes down. Consider the following
reworking of the original Savant-to-Savant SRV workflow.

M.1. Receiving Party:

M.1.1. Savant sends Purchase Order (PO) to Shipping Party

M.1.1.1. PO specifies EPCs of products

M.1.1.2. Includes requested arrival date/time and other Terms of Sale
Secondary system M.2. Shipping Party:
replaces Savant's role. M.2.1. Secondary system calculates a ship date based on the requested arrival date from

Shipping Party

M.2.2. Secondary system processes order

M.2.3. Picks the goods

M.2.3.1. Scans the EPCs on the physical goods with manual Reader

M.2.3.2. Secondary systems confirm scanned EPCs against those specified in
the PO

M.2.4. Secondary systems send an Advanced Shipping Notification (ASN) to the
Receiving Party's Savant or coordinates with Receiving Party to use alternate
system

M.2.4.1. Includes EPCs and BOL number

M.2.5. Ships the physical goods to the Receiving Party

M.2.5.1. Goods accompanied by a Bill of Lading (BOL)
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M.2.6. Secondary systems send an invoice to the Receiving Party's Savant or
coordinates with Receiving Party to use alternate system

M.2.6.1. Includes the EPCs and BOL number

M.3. Receiving Party:

M.3.1. Savant or secondary system receives the ASN with EPCs and BOL number

M.3.2. Receives the physical goods with BOL

M.3.2.1. Scans the EPCs on the physical goods with Savant and Reader

M.3.2.2. Savant reconciles the received goods with the PO, ASN, invoice and
BOL data

M.3.2.3. Sends a confirmation receipt to the Shipping Party (optional)

M.3.3. Savant or secondary system receives the invoice with the carton codes and BOL
number

M.3.4. Savant or secondary system sends payment to the Shipping Party

M.3.4.1. Adjusted with chargebacks or deductions (i.e. over/under/damaged)

The automated functions of the Shipping Party include constructing and handling the
PM, ASN, and invoice. A secondary system would have to do handle these if their
Savant malfunctioned. It is important that there exist some indicator to alert the
secondary system the Savant is down. If the secondary system is human support, then
without a system failure indicator, it might take a complaint phone call from the receiving
end to inform the Shipping Party its Savant is down. By that time though, considerable
disruption to the system will already have been done.

When secondary systems are composing the various documents, they should employ a
"best-effort" policy to provide as much information in these important transaction
documents as the primary system. Typically, the Shipping Party's Savant would
communicate the documents. Once composed by secondary systems, the documents
could be fed into the existing communication channel to keep other automated systems
further down the supply chain running. Alternatively, there could exist a pre-established
secondary communication channel to send messages.

Although the systems in Case 1 were able to continue functioning in a mostly automated
manner, Case 2 systems experienced significant disruption. Such system failure would
disturb the supply chain and have costly repercussions. It is important that these systems
and their secondary, backup systems be designed with these consequences in mind.

4.3.4.3 Case 3: Shipping Party Does Not Support Auto-ID Center Technology
In the final case, the Shipping Party does not support any Auto-ID Center technology. In
this event, the same system processes in place today will exist. The Receiving Party will
have to manually tag the goods and enter that information into its system if it wants to
make use of its tracking system internally and automate shipping further down the supply
chain.
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4.4 Implementation
I implemented a system that allows two ASN servers written with the Java 1.3.x SDK to
communicate with each other over a Java Messaging Service. The two ASN servers
could easily be connected to Savants to illustrate Savant-to-Savant communication.
Currently, keystrokes mimic actions representing product shipment and arrival. If the
ASN applications were connected to Savants, then items could actually be tagged and a
desktop demo with physical items could be demonstrated.

The two servers communicate via a Java Messaging Service. The JMS provider I chose
was OpenJMS, an open source distribution of the Sun JMS specification. It included a
number of important features, including the publish/subscribe topics that would allow
multiple users to connect to the same queue. Messages were secured using public-private
keys. These keys were generated by the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE), an optional
package I downloaded and installed. After generating my own public-private key pair, I
distributed the public key manually, and then signed all my messages with the Shipping
Party's private key and the Receiving Party's public key. Signing the message in this
manner achieved authentication, confidentiality, and integrity, the main three components
of secure communication discussed earlier.
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CHAPTER 5: The Aggregation Database - an IT
Infrastructure Implication

Shippers and receivers often aggregate items and cases on a palette and refer to the
aggregation as a single entity. This basic process has implications throughout the Auto-
ID infrastructure. As the goods are tracked, the tracking system must create links
between the individual items and the aggregation, most likely referenced in the system by
an EPC. Data structures that capture physical realities such as breaking down
aggregations will also need to be developed. Considering the vast number of EPCs
flowing through a retailer's system, concern was indicated regarding the system
requirements necessary for supporting such a system. Although relational databases
could be used, they are considerably more heavyweight than the solution need be. The
following is a discussion of the aggregation database, a physical database optimized
specifically for handling EPCs and aggregation information.

5.1 Design Considerations
Database architects must take into consideration physical constraints when trying to
develop a useable database. Primary memory consists of silicon memory chips.
Secondary storage utilizes magnetic disks, a significantly cheaper alternative to silicon.
The price paid for the low cost of magnetic storage techniques is the relatively long time
it takes to access data. Often it takes more time to access a page of information and read
it from a disk than it takes for the computer to examine all the information read. Because
databases require tremendous memory storage capacity, database design caters to
magnetic disks. As a result, database design takes into consideration two main factors:
the number of disk accesses and computing time [11].

The number of disk accesses depends on hardware size. If a system has extraordinarily
large primary memory, then it would be possible to load the entire database into main
memory. Realistically though, primary memory is smaller than secondary memory by at
least an order of magnitude. Primary memory normally limits the table size in a
database. Smaller primary memory therefore implies an increase in the levels of
hierarchy.

Computation time depends on the algorithm chosen and the data set. For a given data set,
a particular algorithm may be faster. The most common physical database designs are
based on either hash tables, B-trees, or some hybrid.

Algoith. * *i S T I D Eta N oe

Hash tables O(1) w/reasonable 0(n) few keys Hashes must
assumptions relative to size have

of key universe collision
reconciliation

B-trees O(log h) O(log h) many keys
h= log branching n h= log branching n relative to size
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of key universe

5.2 DB Design
One design for the aggregation database would encode EPCs into a tree comprising hash
tables. This tree would exist for the sole purpose of finding an EPC. Alongside each
EPC in the tree would sit satellite information that would encode the aggregation tree.
The satellite information would include the children list (zero or many) and the
immediate ancestor. To optimize the DB for performing ancestor lookups, the satellite
information might also include a preprocessed list of the entire ancestor history, but for
simplicity this fact will be ignored in the upcoming calculations. With this setup, the
general algorithm for a query requesting the immediate children or parent would be:

1. Find EPC, report immediate parent or children information

For finding ancestor and descendant lists:
1. Find EPC, then perform ancestor search on parent (report ancestor list if

already preprocessed) or perform descendent search on children
2. Repeat until search complete

There are many optimizations that could be done on this algorithm. However, as the
following calculations reveal, the aggregation database is not actually a problem that
requires significant attention at this time.

5.3 DB Analysis

Overview
The size of the aggregation database composed of hash tables can be computed using the
following formulas:

Total size of DB = (size of inner tables) + (size of leaf tables)
Size of inner tables = (memory pointer + key) * (# of entries) * (# of tables)
Size of leaf tables = (size of single leaf table) * (# of tables)
Size of single leaf table = (memory pointer + key + avg. satellite info size) * ( # of entries)

Please note that these are rough calculations highlighting the main memory factors and
ignoring various details, such as the memory needed to encode the hash tables
themselves.

A relatively low-end storage solution might require 100 GB of secondary memory and 1
GB of primary memory. With this type of storage solution, the largest single table an
aggregation database would support would be approximately 1 GB. As large a table size
as possible should be used to reduce the number of levels in the tree hierarchy. The more
tables that need to be loaded into primary memory, the greater the number of disk
accesses. The goal is to minimize this number so that EPC aggregation information can
be retrieved quickly.

The EPC supports the following quantities for each of its segments:
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96 Bit Type I EPC
Version Domain Manager Object Class Serial Number

Bits 8 28 24 bits 36 bits
Unique #s 256 268,435,456 16,777,216 68,719,476,736

(~3 hundred) (~300 million) (-20 million) (-70 billion)
Logical Version 1, Gillette Mach-3 Unique Item #

Example 96-bit

Assumptions:
A large retailer might necessitate storage capacity for the following figures (rough
estimates):

2 EPC version numbers
1,000 domain managers
350,000 different object classes
10,000,000 individual items

Memory pointers are generally 32 bits.
Average satellite info (assume 1 parent, 20 children) = 21 * 96 bits = 2016 bits

Calculations:
Given the previous assumptions, we can fill in the calculations and determine the number
of entries the proposed hardware solution would support. There will be a single hash
table assigned to each piece of the EPC segment, where the key is actually the EPC
segment itself.

General equation:
Size of inner table = (memory pointer + key) * (# of entries)

For EPC version number hash table:
Size of inner table = (32 bits + 8 bits) * (2) = 10 Bytes

For EPC domain managers hash table:
Size of inner table = (32 bits + 28 bits) * (1000) = 7,500 Bytes

For EPC object class hash table:
Size of inner table = (32 bits + 24 bits) * (350,000) = 2.45 MB

The total size for all these tables is approximately 2.5 MB. All these tables can be loaded
into the primary memory, delivering almost instantaneous search capability. The
remaining primary memory, approximately 1 GB, can be used to load hash tables from
disk that represent the serialized information.

Given there exists 100 GB of secondary memory, this storage solution can support
approximately 100 1 GB size leaf tables. The key in this instance is the remaining
serialization EPC fragment of 36 bits. Each leaf table yields the following number of
entries:

Size of single leaf table = (memory pointer + key + avg. satellite info size) * (# of entries)
1 GB = (32 bits + 36 bits + 2016 bits) * (# of entries)
# of entries ; 3.8 million
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This solution implies that the total number of leaf tables would support:

(100 leaf tables) * (3.8 million entries per tables) 380 million entries

5.4 Aggregation DB Conclusion
The storage solution initially suggested for a single retail outlet was a relatively low end
solution, costing in today's marketplace around $2,500 [20]. Because a typical retail
outlet typically only handles 10 million individual items per year, this solution goes well
beyond satisfying the basic requirements. Supporting 380 million entries indicates this
solution would sustain a large retail store aggregation information for 38 yrs. In addition,
the solution was able to find a single EPC within 1-2 disk accesses. These figures reveal
that the aggregation database is a component of a corporation's technology infrastructure
that does not require significant optimization.

It is important to note that satellite information dominated the calculations. That
information alone accounted for 96% of the overall storage solution:

(380 million entries) * (2016 bits avg. satellite info per entry) Z 960 MB

This observation suggests all other factors (memory pointers, EPC size, etc.) can be
ignored when they are relatively small to estimate storage requirements.
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusion
Automating business processes, like shipping and receiving, require a number of
components to function together. Companies must choose a communication standard, a
communication platform, and develop the IT infrastructure to support the information
transfer. In addition to system design, companies will have to modify their day-to-day
processes to gain proposed benefits.

It is likely that companies will go through a long transitional period given the extent of
changes implicated in adopting the Auto-ID Center's IT infrastructure. This thesis has
analyzed EDI, one existing communication standard, to determine how it would support
Auto-ID Center technology. It also analyzed another emerging communication standard
for the same purpose. This thesis recommends a phased adoption to facilitate transition.
In analyzing these various standards, this thesis also suggests how such adoption might
be accomplished.

Even with an automated system in place, to be effective the system must have a
significant level of tolerance to withstand core component failure. As was illustrated in
two workflow complications, secondary systems were necessary. If these secondary
systems require human support, then they may prove quite costly and considerably
decrease efficiency. In the scenario where the Receiving Party's Savant fails, this thesis
illustrates how an automated system can still function despite some of its vital
components malfunctioning. An attempt must be made to design systems resiliently so
that in the event parts of a system fail to operate, the system can still function by
defaulting to alternative processes without human intervention. The workflow
complication including the Shipping Party's Savant malfunctioning illustrates
disproportionate system disruption. The impact is significantly greater in this scenario
than when the Receiving Party's Savant goes down because there does not exist a clear
alternative default process.

To support the added information necessary to automate business processes, this thesis
discussed the aggregation database. Although it was discovered that the aggregation
database would support hierarchy information comfortably with today's hardware
technology, other information may overload systems. This thesis acknowledges the need
to analyze business processes in their entirety and understand their infrastructure
requirements. Innovation in the aggregation database was unnecessary, but other
components may require more reworking. System designers will need to choose
selectively only the most vital information to keep systems manageable. With the benefit
of more information access comes the responsibility of managing it.

6.1 Future Work
A more thorough application integrated with all of the Auto-ID Center's infrastructure
components could be developed. In the end though, these are merely proof-of-concepts,
and the true test of this system will be achieved when actual physical deployments are put
in place alongside the information systems.
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To simulate this research in a real-world environment, an ongoing Auto-ID Business
Use-Case (A-biz) pilot inside in the Auto-ID Center is working with Target Corporation,
Proctor & Gamble, and Sun Microsystems to automate the exchange of goods from P&G
to Target. This pilot will need to address many of the business decisions alluded to in
this thesis to achieve completion.

As a case study, this thesis focuses on the SRV process. There are many other business
processes that could also be analyzed for additional learning. These processes include but
are not limited to: continuous replenishment, theft detection, and inventory tracking.

This thesis analyzed two communication standards to understand how they would support
AIDC technology. There are many other standards available, some possibly better suited
than others for supporting this technology. An analysis could be done to determine how
well these other standards would support AIDC technology.
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APPENDIX

EPC Dot Notation
by Tim Milne

Introduction
As we begin looking into inserting EPC data into third party systems, it is important to
take a quick look at the storage requirements this will impose, based on the different
representations that may be available. This short brief introduces a dot notation for the
EPC, and shows the representation field lengths for the EPC using this notation in binary,
hexadecimal and decimal formats in comparison with the field lengths for the EPC in
each of these native formats. The reader should bear in mind that the dot notation is NOT
how an EPC will be transmitted via Core PML messages within the Auto-ID system.
This notation is simply meant to show one way that an outside application can reformat
and/or store the EPC data for quick parsing and analysis. An example is the nesting of an
EPC number in an Advanced Shipping Notification for transmission between companies.

Representations
The following table shows the break down of the 96 Bit Type I EPC.

96 Bi Typ I

Version Domain Manager Object Class Serial Number
8 bits 28 bits 24 bits 36 bits

The 96 Bit Type I EPC's header is 00100001. The following table shows different
representations of this number.

Binary Hexadecimal Decimal
00100001 33 21

The following table shows different representations of the maximum domain manager
number.

Binary Hexadecimal Decimal
1111111111111111111111111 FFFFFFF 268435455

The following table shows different representations of the maximum object class number.

MxmmObjec Cls Nme

Binary Hexadecimal Decimal
1111 11 111111111111 FFFFFF 16777215

The following table shows different representations of the maximum serial number.
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Binary Hexadecimal Decimal
l11111111111111111111l11111lll1 FFFFFFFFF 68719476735

The following table shows three representations of a dot notation that may be useful for
parsing and processing the 96 bit EPC (on computers that can't handle true 96 bit
representations).

Bin 00100001- 1""1 1 111".1111111I-1111.11111111111111111111 1

Hex 33.FFFFFFF.FFFFFF.FFFFFFFFF
Dec 21.268435455.16777215.68719476735

Because the EPC data may be inserted in a flat text file for use in some companies'
systems, the following table shows a side-by-side comparison of the representation field
lengths of an EPC both with and without dot notation.

Hexadecimal Fields Decimal Fields
Max Binary Number (~2 94) 23 ~29

Max Dot Notation (Previous table) 27 33

Conclusion
In summary, the last table shows the comparative field lengths for the different
representations. In native form, the EPC will require 23 to 29 fields in a flat text file, or
27 to 33 fields using the dot notation, depending on the representation chosen.
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